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Abstract
We consider a nonrelativistic Chern-Simons theory of planar matter elds




invariant fashion. We nd that this model admits static zero-energy self-
dual soliton solutions with the matter elds satisfying Toda-type equa-
tions. We present a set of exact solutions of these equations. The exact
time-dependent solutions are also obtained, when this model is considered
in the background of an external uniform magnetic eld.





Soliton solutions in Chern-Simons ( CS ) gauge theories have received considerable
attention over the past few years due to their possible relevance to the planar condensed
matter systems. It is known that the abelian Higgs model with a CS term admits nite
energy charged vortex solutions [1]. Further, the pure CS Higgs theory admits static self-
dual soliton solutions with a 
6
-type scalar potential [2]. Moreover, in the nonrelativistic
limit of this theory [3], the charge density solves Liouville equation at the self-dual limit,
all of whose solutions are well known. When this nonrelativistic model is modied by
including an external magnetic eld [4] or a harmonic force [5], exact time-dependent
soliton solutions can be obtained. The self-dual nonrelativistic case for the nonabelian
gauge group has also been considered [6], which provides a unied dynamical framework
for a variety of two-dimensional nonlinear equations [7].
In this paper, we consider a nonrelativistic CS theory with a gauge group as in
the case of semi-local Nielsen-Olesen strings [8] or semi-local charged vortices [9,10]. In





. We nd that this model admits static zero-energy self-dual
soliton solutions with the matter elds satisfying Toda-type equations. Interestingly
enough, we are able to nd a set of exact solutions of these equations. These solitons









and the angular momentum J = Q, where n is the winding number and  and e are
two dimensional constants to be discussed below. We also present exact time-dependent
solutions of the model in the presence of an external uniform magnetic eld.
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transformations. For N = 1, the Lagrangian (1) essentially describes the JP model.
The N = 2 case was previously discussed and exact solutions were obtained in Ref.
[11]. However, these exact solutions exclude the rotationally symmetric solitons. On
the otherhand, we are able to nd a set of exact solutions for arbitrary N , presented
below, which can be reduced to rotationally symmetric solitons. Note that the scalar
eld self-interaction may be attractive or repulsive according as g is positive or negative
respectively. However, as we will see shortly, the self-interaction is always attractive for
zero-energy self-dual soliton solutions as in the case of JP model.
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The zero component of (2), i.e., Gauss law implies that the solution with charge Q
also carries magnetic ux  =  
e

Q. The Gauss law should be regarded as constraint
with A
0
as Lagrange multiplier. The Eq. (3) is a 2 + 1 dimensional gauged nonlinear
Schrodinger equation where the gauge-eld variables can be expressed solely in terms of
the matter-eld variables with the help of Eq. (2).





















































where a surface term has been dropped since it vanishes for the well behaved eld-




, the energy satises the bound






)	 = 0 : (7)
It should be noted that the Eqs. (7) are identical to the corresponding equation of Ref.
[3] except that 	 now is a N component scalar eld.











; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1: (8)




















where i; k = 1; 2 while j = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1. It follows from (2) and (9) that the 
j
's
















; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N   1 (10)
away from the zeroes of 
j
's where all the elements of the matrix K
jl
are unity. Near
the zeroes of 
j
's, there is a delta-function contribution to the Eq. (10) coming from
the multiple-valued function's w
j
. However since the matrix K
jl
is singular, all the 
j
's
are not independent. In particular, going over to the complex cordinates z = x+ iy and













(z)'s are arbitrary analytic functions. It should be noted however that, if one
so likes, any N 1 number of 
j
's can be expressed in terms of the remaining component
by a similar relation instead of 
0































. Let us rst discuss the special case of N = 2, in which case Eq. (12)
























































. Note that for this




is always positive, and hence the scalar eld self-interaction is






































; j = 0; 1 (15)





. It is worth pointing out that the authors of Ref.




are not independent but related by (11) , and hence
they missed the rotationally symmetric solutions (15) as given here.
As far as we are aware o, for arbitrary N no exact analytic solution of the equation
(12) is known and at present we don't know how to solve Eq. (12) exactly except in few




































Eq. (17) possesses nonsingular solutions when the numerical constant on the right hand
side is negative. As in N = 2 case we x the convention that the sign of  must be





































; m = 1; 2; : : : ; N   1: (19)
It should be mentioned at this point that the familiar Liouville solution can be




invariant theory for any N by choosing all the

j
's equal. Further, for any N
0
< N , the solutions as given by (18) and (19) can be
embeded into the higher N theory.
The radially symmetric solutions for 's can be obtained from Eqs. (18) and (19) by






































; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N   1 (20)
where  = j n j(N   2j   1). All the 
j
vanishes at asymptotic innity as r
 2(jnjj+jnj+1)
,
implying that the rate of fall o is higher for higher values of j, reaching a maximum
at j = N   1. Near the origin 
j
's behave as r
2fjnj(N j) 1g





, which is nonsingular only when j n j  1. We shall therefore
restrict ourselves to j n j  1, throughout this paper.
The gauge potential however receives a singular contribution from ln
j
even for































































Note that the single valuedness of  
j
's demands that j n j necessarily be an integer.
Near the origin the gauge potential goes to zero as r
2jnj
and interestingly enough it is
independent of N . However, at the asymptotic innity erA
2
  j n j(N + 1), keeping
track of the global group structure. Infact, the prole of the gauge potential as given in




(N + 1). As a consequence the magnetic eld B also has the same prole as in the





























j n j(N + 1). Note that the ux 
is N dependent and j
e
2
 j is quantized in terms of (N + 1)j n j. So, the ux quantum
increases as one considers the higher values of N , i.e., enlarges the global symmetry.
Also the ux quantum is even for odd N , while it can be both even and odd for even
N . The charge Q and the angular momentum J are also quantized in this case as they






j n j(N + 1).
So far we have discussed only a set of specic solutions of Eqs. (10), which are
expressed in terms of one unknown function f(z). However, one would like to know the
more general solutions of (10). Though we do not know the most general solutions of







  1) ( where
N
0
 3 , i.e. N=3, 6, 10, 15, : : : ) in terms of 2N
0
unknown functions. For example,
when N = N
0



































































































(z); i; j = 1; 2; 3: (25)






(z)'s have no common zeros and
arbitrary otherwise. Hence in this case no rotationally symmetric solution is possible.








and any one of the three 's is equal to
unity, then it is possible to have rotationally symmetric solution analogous to Eq. (19).






can be permuted keeping the
denominator xed. Similar solution can also be written down for other values of N (6,




























































(z) are dened as in Eq. (25), but now with i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; N
0
.






















(z) = 0 for any i and j.
Let us now discuss time-dependent solutions of Eq. (1) in case it is considered in




































 is a constant. However, when the action (1) is considered in the background of
an external magnetic eld B, only the Hamiltonian remnains a conserved quantity. This
8
fact was utilized in Ref. [4] to construct time-dependent solutions for JP model (N=1)
in presence of B by starting from the static soliton solutions with B = 0. We nd that
the same conclusions are also valid for arbitrary N . In particular, the Lagrangian (1) in








































































. One can easily check that under the following

















































































L is as given by (1). Thus Eq. (29) is not a symmetry transformation of the action
~
S. However, it relates the soliton solutions of (1) to that of the (28). Using the exact
rotationally symmetric soliton solutions of the Lagrangian (1) as given in Eqs. (21) and













with the help of Eq. (29). The whole analysis goes
through even when the solitons of (1) are considered in the background of a harmonic
force [5,13].
Finally, following comments are in order:
(i) For N = 2, the Lagrangian studied here can be obtained by taking the non-
relativistic limit of a relativistic semi-local theory considered in Ref. [9]. Infact, the




symmetry reduces to Eq. (1) in
the norelativistic limit.
9
(ii) It is known that the relativisticN = 2 theory admits semi-local topological as well
nontopological soliton solutions [9] ( Actually this is also true for arbitrary N ). However,
as we have shown, in the nonrelativistic limit only semi-local nontopological vortices
are admissible. Can one extend the model (1) and also obtain semi-local topological























is a constant, then semi-local










 unlike the semi-local nontopological solitons. Further, one nds that the



















); j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N   1: (30)




on the right side of (30)
is positive ) these equations are identical to those obtained in [15,16], and hence their
analysis about the solutions [16] as well as the stability [15] goes through in this case.
(iii) Recently, Knecht et. al. [17] have done the Painleve
0
analysis of JP model and
have shown that the model is not integrable, although it naturally admits integrable
reductions among which are the familiar Liouville and 1+1 nonlinear Schrodinger equa-
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